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Good Afternoon to Everyone at National Museums NI 
 
I hope that everyone had a relaxing break over Easter.  The weather was beautiful so there was 
much to be enjoyed on the daily exercise outing – though a pub with a beer garden would have been 
a most welcome addition!   
 
It was a difficult transition into this “new normal” but now we’re here, and despite its ongoing 
challenges and stress, I think there is much to reflect on and learn and I’m trying to take the 
opportunity to focus on the positives and what I can take back to reality when we re-emerge. 
 
1. Situation Update 
We are now 3 weeks in to the lockdown and it looks likely government will extend this for a further 
period before current restrictions are eased.  We are yet to understand what the next phase might 
look like and when we will be able to reopen our museums and welcome back visitors.  Reflecting on 
the easing of restrictions in other countries, it looks increasingly more likely that we will be able to 
return to offices before we can open public buildings and sites. 
 
Last week I joined a number of external meetings and thought I’d share relevant insights.  From a 
National Museums Directors Council perspective the period of closure is challenging particularly for 
civic museums and Trusts, and those who rely most heavily on self-generated income through 
activities.  However, while surviving the lockdown will be challenging, of greater concern across the 
sector is what reopening will look like and how long recovery will take – particularly in terms of both 
public confidence and for those who have high levels of international visitors.  More locally the 
tourism authorities are predicting it will be 2 years before visitors to NI will be back to 2019 levels 
with future air access being a critical issue. Certainly in the short term it will be the domestic market 
that will be most important. 
 
All of these insights will be relevant for consideration in our future planning. 
 
2. Spotlight On What’s Going On  
While our outdoor museums are not open to visitors, there is still a lot of life going on behind closed 
doors.  I had to collect something from the office at Cultra last week and I was amazed how many 
rabbits there were – without people and cars they have bounced out from the hedgerows and it was 
great to see so many of them about – a proper Easter feel! 
 
With that in mind, the spotlight this week looks at what’s going on at our farms, with the following 
update from Katherine Clifford: 
 
“Hope and New Beginnings on the Farm”  
As the Coronavirus pandemic affects lives throughout the nation, we are beginning to witness the 
emergence of a quiet army of troops who continue to fight in the face of the doom and gloom. 
While there have been calls from different areas of government for the need of a “Land Army” to 
help sustain UK food production as we navigate this challenging and unknown time, it is not our 
Generals, or our decorated Admirals who are at the helm of this charge.  It is our cattle farmers, our 
agricultural farmers, our dairy farmers and our fruit farmers.  It is these men and women, and their 
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teams who are working hard in the background to ensure that when the “pause button” on the world 
has been lifted, there will be a bountiful crop to reap and a plentiful harvest to gather. 
 
Farmers and farm hands come in all shapes and sizes, but one thing we do know about them is that 
they are made of hardy stuff.  None more than our own teams at the Ulster Folk Museum and the 
Ulster American Folk Park.  Not only are they working alongside Mother Nature to ensure that there 
are crops sown for the harvest in the autumn, they are doing so in the most traditional of ways.   
There are no big, diesel engines digging up the land here, just as there are no motorised vehicles 
helping to ensure the land is tended.  No, this army, YOUR army is doing this the old fashioned way.  
With grit, determination and a lot of hard work.   
 
Robert Berry, Farm Manager of Cultra and his team have been working hard to ensure that there are 
plentiful crops and harvests to gather in at the end of summer.   They are adamant that when we 
return to Ballycultra, we have the potential to celebrate the Harvest!  Robert believes it could be a 
fitting celebration to mark the journey we have all been on and to allow us to step back and reflect 
on all that we have gone through in our personal lives and to give thanks for all that we have.   
 
With more than 35 years of traditional farming under his belt, we can all rest assured that Robert 
and his team are ‘keeping the farming lights on’ in Ballycultra and doing their part during this 
challenging time just as all of you are helping to do your part by staying and home.  
 
All lambing complete, the team are now focusing on the other jobs that need done around the farm.  
One which we know many of you would love to try, is bottle feeding two of our newest additions.  
While we all think this would be an easy task and many of us would love to volunteer, we need to 
remember that animal husbandry is not something one can just ‘turn their hand to’.  Our teams in 
both Omagh and Cultra have trained and learned over many years how to best look after our farms 
and their animals.  We will continue to update you with amusing images from the lambs, pigs and 
calves as they continue to get settled in their new home.   
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Not being out done, our resident celebrity “Ali” at UAFP is ensuring that she does not let the side 
down and is keeping up spirits by “keeping up appearances” (check out her flower embellishments).  
Liam Corry and Team have assured us that Ali and her friends are keeping the UAFP’s spirits up and 
our lands ready, for when we are ready to receive our visitors back on site.   
 
At present there are 2 clucking hens in Omagh, and while we always enjoy the arrival of new chicks 
to the Mellon farm and throughout the site, we are hopeful that these potential “mummas” decide to 
take this chance for a wee break as well.   
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HOPE   

“Hope” is the thing with feathers - 

That perches in the soul - 

And sings the tune without the words - 

And never stops - at all - 

And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard - 

And sore must be the storm - 

That could abash the little Bird 

That kept so many warm - 

I've heard it in the chillest land - 

And on the strangest Sea - 

Yet - never - in Extremity, 

It asked a crumb - of me. 

(Emily Dickinson 1861) 

 

3. A Story From The Collections 

This week it’s the turn of Anna Liesching, Curator of Art, who gets her specs on to pore over the 
details of our exquisite miniatures. S he reveals how these little gems still have big stories to tell and 
big personalities behind them. 
 
Minis 
Anyone who spends any time with me in work knows that I love ‘ma minis’. Better known as the 
Ulster Museum’s collection of around 100 portrait miniatures dating from the 1700s to the 1900s 
(1600s if you include our recently acquired Armada miniature).  I discovered them in a collection 
audit and initially fell in love with them because of how they were beautifully stored. They also 
appeal to my love of all things miniature! Further investigations into the collection revealed that this 
was a documentation and research project waiting to happen.   
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Though miniatures are often small portraits or paintings the word actually comes from the Latin verb 
miniare meaning to ‘illuminate a document’, and the technique was used to decorate manuscripts, 
often on vellum. So miniature really refers to the technique, not the size. 
 

      

 
 

             
 
I am still very much at the beginning of this project, my goal is to know something about each sitter 
and be able to identify each painter. Then we will look to re-display them in the Ulster Museum at 
some point. In the meantime I get do fun things like project one of our smallest works by a woman 
artist (Anne Marjorie Robinson) on the side of the Ulster Museum for the HerStory Ireland Light 
Festival: 
 

One of my favourites is this one 
on ivory from the mid-1800s by 
a (currently) unknown artist. It 
is a copy of J.K. Stieler's 
portrait of the Irish dancer and 
actress Lola Montez that hangs 
in the Gallery of Beauties at 
Nymphenburg Palace in 
Munich. Lola was born Marie 
Gilbert in 1821, and a 
mistress of King Ludwig I of 
Bavaria. She led a fascinating 
life and died tragically young, 
there is lots about her online to 
explore further. 

So far I have 
uncovered lots of 
fascinating 
information, 
including falling 
down a 
genealogy rabbit 
hole trying to 
relate 20 
miniatures of 4 
generations of 
one family. Need 
to wait for PRONI 
to open to 
complete that 
mystery! 
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4. Living Through Lockdown 

With huge thanks to Louise Smyth who has been collating your thoughts and ideas, here is what she 

says about what you have been sharing this week: 

 

Surviving lockdown………I hope to get to the point of “thriving lockdown” but for most of us that is not 
where we are at.  The rhythm of our days, if we have one, is different, likewise with our nights.  
There’s no right answer or solution on how to find balance.  This will be different for everyone.   
 
Some colleagues have shared suggestions on what they are exploring at this time. 
More breathing techniques.  This time the Power of ‘Now Breath’: 
 

1. Sit or stand comfortably and focus on your heart. Close your eyes or look down. Become 
aware of your breath. 

2. As you breathe in, feel your chest rise. Capture the still point at the top of the in breath. Enjoy 
being in the present moment. 

3. Release a slow out breath, 
4. Repeat this several times with full awareness. 

 
For more breathing and body stretching you could try YOGA.  A colleague suggests that many local 
studios are running online classes and they could do with our support at this time.  Alternatively you 
can explore YouTube – Yoga with Adriene is popular. 
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Not your cup of tea?  Others have suggested: 

 Virtual days out, visit: https://inews.co.uk/inews-lifestyle/virtual-days-out-best-coronavirus-
lockdown-uk-online-art-galleries-modern-wonders-world-2528733  

 Gerbil Museum/ Art Gallery (need I say more?) https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-
news/quarantined-couple-builds-gerbil-museum-entertain-their-pets-180974622/  

 The National Theatre online: https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/nt-at-home  

 Online challenge from Getty Art Museum (LA) – recreating famous artworks 
http://blogs.getty.edu/iris/getty-artworks-recreated-with-household-items-by-creative-
geniuses-the-world-over/  

 
We’d like to use this time also, to introduce you to colleagues and get to know a bit more about 
them.  We put 10 questions to Helen Connolly and requested a photo, or in the event she had children 
to distract, a picture…… 
 

 
 

5. What does that mean/ what do you actually do?  I am responsible for developing 
volunteering across all our sites, supporting the staff who work with and manage volunteers 
and ensure that we as an organisation have best practice in place to support this work. 

 
6. How long have you been involved with National Museums NI? 7 months 
 
7. What did you want to be when you grew up?  A famous pop singer or a famous artist 

(modest ambitions, no?) 
 
8. Song you love or one which will get you up and dancing?  LCD S oundsystem Dance Yrself 

Clean – is very therapeutic.  
 
9. TV or Box-set or Book recommendation?  I wish I was more bookish than I am – but have 

just started reading The Corrections by Jonathan Franzen about a troubled family – which is 
good and doesn’t seem too dark – yet...  I recently bought “S till Worlds Turning” which is a 
selection of short s tories by local publishing house No Alibi’s Press , which is good for dipping 
in and out of.  But I’m more of a TV/Box set person so – Fleabag, it is the best thing ever, also 
love Catastrophe, re-watching either never disappoints.   

 
10. What are you doing at home? (E.g. work related projects or other things aside from work: 

hobbies, volunteering, gardening, exercise etc.)  Work related – gathering case studies of 
volunteers and continuing to work on our policies and procedures. I am part of a number of 
different volunteering networks, so I am sharing and learning from them about how we will 
grow and adapt in our approach to engaging volunteers and supporters in the new future 

1. What is your name?  Helen Connolly 

2. What site do you work/ volunteer at?  Administration building at 

Cultra 

3. What’s your job/ volunteer title?  Volunteering and Participation 

Manager 

4. What does that mean/ what do you actually do?  I am responsible 

for developing volunteering across all our sites, supporting the staff 

who work with and manage volunteers and ensure that we as an 

organisation have best practice in place to support this work. 

 

https://inews.co.uk/inews-lifestyle/virtual-days-out-best-coronavirus-lockdown-uk-online-art-galleries-modern-wonders-world-2528733
https://inews.co.uk/inews-lifestyle/virtual-days-out-best-coronavirus-lockdown-uk-online-art-galleries-modern-wonders-world-2528733
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/quarantined-couple-builds-gerbil-museum-entertain-their-pets-180974622/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/quarantined-couple-builds-gerbil-museum-entertain-their-pets-180974622/
https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/nt-at-home
http://blogs.getty.edu/iris/getty-artworks-recreated-with-household-items-by-creative-geniuses-the-world-over/
http://blogs.getty.edu/iris/getty-artworks-recreated-with-household-items-by-creative-geniuses-the-world-over/
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which we will emerge into once all of this is over.  I am also desperately trying to home 
school two wee boys without losing my mind and I am continuing my HIIT class on line – 
which actually makes me feel a bit better.  

 
11. Top tip for colleagues at this time?  Pace yourself – this is a huge period of change and 

anxiety. Don’t burn yourself out trying to be everything to everybody (if you find out how to 
do that, let me know )! 

 

 

5. Your Questions Answered 

The main questions being asked continue to be around pay and annual leave – we are working 
through these issues as best we can and can update this week as follows: 
 

 Pay – Further to last week’s update, we are finalising the calculations for the pay of staff on 
casual contracts and all relevant staff will be written to this week specifying the figure you 
should expect to get paid over the anticipated three month closure.  We are basing the 
payment on the average of what each individual had worked over the course of the 2019-20 
year and you will be provided with contact details should you have any queries about this. 
 

 Annual leave – We continue to encourage staff to take annual leave where this can be 
supported by the business, to help ensure that they take an appropriate rest from work.  We 
are not yet in a position to make decisions on requests to cancel annual leave.  As previously 
advised, if you want to request the cancellation of annual leave please contact HR at 
hr@nmni.com specifying the dates and the reason for the request and we will collate these 
in the meantime. 

 
If you have other questions or queries you would like addressed please continue to feed these 
through your Line Managers and we will answer them here as best we can every week. 
 

And finally for this week, we have started the roll out of our performance management system for 
this year – the Performance Excellence Framework (PEF).  Part one of the PEF is the review of the 
previous year which can be completed as normal.  Part two of the PEF deals with the team and 
individual objective setting for the year ahead.  You may wish to approach this with a dual focus.  
Short term, in relation to what your team can do and achieve whils t working during this period off 
self-isolation. Medium term, based on the objectives detailed in the Business Plan for the 2020-21 
year.  Please also consider your team and individual learning needs in part three.  Completing the 
PEF in a timely manner is one of our KPIs in the business plan – we are aiming to improve on last 
year and the target date for completion is the end of May. 
 
That’s it for this week – as ever, please keep in touch with each other, keep safe, be kind and take 

care. 

 

With thanks, best regards and missing you all, 

 

 

 

 
Kathryn Thomson 

Chief Executive 

National Museums NI 

 

mailto:hr@nmni.com

